Directions to Redbreast
Symphony Offices
Gustav Mahlerplein 27, 1082 MS Amsterdam
Phone +31 (0) 20 891 2100

Google Maps
https://www.google.nl/maps/place/Gustav+Mahlerlaan+27,+1082+Amsterdam/@52.3367131,4.87280
39,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x47c60a05744d50d5:0xbfc0c99d407b54f0

By Public Transport
Symphony Offices is conveniently located 3 minutes’ walking distance from Amsterdam Zuid Station,
where trains, metros, trams and buses stop.
 Trains/Schiphol Airport to Amsterdam Zuid


Trains run from Schiphol to Amsterdam Zuid Station every 10 minutes. The journey takes
about 8 minutes. Amsterdam Zuid Station can also be easily reached from most train
stations in the Netherlands. For information on train times and fares, visit www.ns.nl or call
0900-9292.

 Amsterdam Zuid Station – Symphony Offices


Leave the station via the “Zuid/Mahlerlaan” exit (south), which brings you on to the Gustav
Mahlerplein square



When you cross the square, Symphony Offices is the left of the two orange brick buildings
right in front of you



Please report to the reception desk in the main entrance of Symphony Offices; from there
you will be guided to our offices

By Car
 Coming from Utrecht/Amersfoort


On the A10 ring road, take exit s109 “Amsterdam RAI”



Take a left at the end of the exit (follow the signs “WTC”)



Take the first right at the traffic lights. You are now on De Boelelaan



Take a right after approximately 700 metres (Van Leijenberghlaan)



Go left at the first traffic light (Gustav Mahlerlaan)



You will find Symphony Offices on your left



Turn left (Leo Smitstraat) just before Symphony Offices



You will find the entrance to the car park on your right



Please report to the reception desk in the main entrance of Symphony Offices; from there
you will be guided to our offices

 Coming from The Hague/Haarlem


On the A10 ring road, take exit s109 “Amsterdam RAI”



Go straight ahead at the end of the exit (follow the signs “WTC”) by taking the second lane
on your left. The road first takes a curve to the right and then, at the traffic lights (after 75
metres), to the left. Now turn left on to De Boelelaan. Take a right after approximately 700
metres (Van Leijenberghlaan)



Go left at the first traffic light (Gustav Mahlerlaan)



You will find Symphony Offices on your left



Turn left (Leo Smitstraat) just before Symphony Offices



You will find the entrance to the car park on your right



Please report to the reception desk in the main entrance of Symphony Offices; from there
you will be guided to our offices

